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The Gondi language is spoken in five different states of central India, namely, Telangana, Madhya Pradesh, 

Chattisgarh, Orissa and Maharastra. Even though it has several dialects the present paper restricts itself to the 

Gondi spoken in Telangana. It is well known from the studies on different languages that agreement is a 

widespread phenomenon and it is found in three quarters of the languages of the world (Mallinson and Blake 

1981:184). There is no generally accepted definition on agreement. But a useful definition is provided by Steele 

(1978:610). “The term agreement commonly refers to some systematic covariance between a semantic or formal 

property of one element and a formal property of another. For example, adjectives may take some formal 

indication of the number and gender of noun they modify”. The main point is that the grammatical relationship 

between words is manifested in the form of corresponding elements, such as noun and adjective. In many 

languages it is reflected through inflectional morphology. 

In Dravidian languages the verb agrees with the subject nominal. When the subject nominal elements are reflected 

in the verb morphology, there are certain restrictions or modifications on some elements. In this paper an attempt 

is made to study agreement at the morpho-syntactic level in Gondi. Sometimes there also might be some 

restrictions on the other elements preceding the agreement elements, such as the presence of present tense marker 

/-k-/ in the first and second persons is obligatory but in third person it is absent on the verb. Predicate position in 

Gondi spoken in Telangana may be occupied by a verb, adjective, or a noun. Therefore the agreement markers 

with all these varieties of predicates are studied. The present paper provides data and discussion on the restrictions 

as well as agreement system reflected in the verb morphology, gender, classifier, number, adjectival and multiple 

agreement in Gondi. 

The category of person plays an important role in Gondi which is spoken in Talangana State both in the formation 

of pronouns and their verbal agreement. The agreement on the finite verb shows number and person of the 

participant pronouns in the subject position, whereas in the case of non-participant pronouns such as 

demonstratives, interrogates etc. the third element gender also plays an important role. Let us examine the 

following sentences. 

nan näluΔ gañ†änku tët-t-ön      

‘I got up at 4'O clock’ 

mam näluΔ gañ†änku tët-t-önm 

‘We (excl) got up at 4'O clock’ 

mara† näluΔ gañ†änku tët-t-ä† 
‘We (incl.) got up at 4'O clock’ 

These examples show that Gondi employs pronominal markers on the verb to show the agreement. The 

pronominal markers ön, öm and ä† indicate the combination of features i.e. ön contains first person and singular 

number. Similarly in öm it contains first person and plural number. When first person and plural are joined together 

an additional feature has to be accounted, namely [+/- inclusive]. That is there are two first person plural pronouns 

mam ‘we’ [-inclusive] and mara† ‘we’ [+ inclusive]. The feature +/- inclusive shows the inclusion or exclusion of 

the addressee as mara† necessarily presupposes the inclusion of addressee and mam necessarily excludes the 

addressee but includes at least one non-participant person. This is reflected in the finite verb in the form of 

agreement suffix i.e. öm -inclusive and a† +inclusive. The semantic distinction of inclusion and exclusion is clearly 

indicated on the finite verb. 

nim näluΔ gañ†änku tët-t-i     

‘You got up at 4'O clock' 

mira† nälun gañ†äku tët-t-ït     
‘You (pl.) got up at 4'O clock’ 

Like the first person pronouns, i and i† also show a combination of semantic features of person and number. The 

second person plural pronoun mira† is vague with respect to the semantic features of its plurality. It shows either 

the conjunction of more than one addressee or the conjunct of one addressee with one or more non-participants. 
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The personal pronoun ‘you (plural)’ is a product of any one of the following possible combinations that can be 

selected from: 

vör                        he 

      nimme +  addu  ‘You (Sg.)+ she/it 

vuru                      they (human masc.) 

av                          they (other than human masc.). 

These semantic shades are not manifested either in the pronouns or in the personal markers. 

So far we have discussed the agreement system of participant (personal) pronouns. These first and second person 

pronouns in Gondi, like other Dravidian languages, do not show gender distinction on the verb. When the non-

participants occur in the subject position the pronominal markers specify the feature of gender clearly, besides 

person and number. Examine the following sentences: 

vör pödrek vä-t-or ‘he came in the evening’ 

addu pödrek vä-t-a ‘she/it came in the evening’ 

vuru pödrek vä-t-er ‘they (human masc.) came in the evening’  

av pödrek vä-t-äΔ  ‘they (other than human masc.) came in the evening’ 

A cursory look at these examples clearly indicates that the gender is marked both in singular and plural on the 

pronominal markers. The division of nouns into human masculine vs other than human masculine is essential for 

the verbal gender. The human feminine goes along with the non-human nouns both in singular and plural. 

Therefore, the distinction of human masculine vs other than human masculine is neatly represented in Gondi. The 

examples discussed so far do not show any gender agreement when the subject is one of the participant pronouns. 

This holds good for all the cases of verbal predicates. But whenever the predicate is a noun off an adjective, gender 

agreement with the semantic gender of the speaker or the addressee is necessary. 

nan mätra-na  ‘I am an old man’  

nan mätri mäyna-na ‘I am an old woman’  

nim kän∂i-ni  ‘You are a boy’  

nim veylo pë∂i-ni ‘You are a girl’ 

In   the   above   sentences   the   gender   distinction   of human masculine vs other than human masculine is not 

shown but only the number and person are marked. The following are the personal pronouns in Gondi and their 

pronominal markers on the verb. 

           Singular                Plural 

 nanna  ‘I’ mammuk  ‘we (Excl)’ 

nimme  ‘you (Sg.)’ mara†  ‘we (incl.)’ 

vöru  ‘he (distant)’ mira†  ‘you (pl.)’ 

vëru   ‘he (prox.)’ vuru  ‘they (human masc. pl. distant)’ 

addu  ‘she (distant)’ viru  ‘these (human masc. pl. prox.)’ 

iddu  ‘she (prox.)’ avvu  ‘they (other than human masc. pl. distant)’ 

  ivvu  ‘they (non-masc. pl. prox.)’ 

The following are the pronominal markers of subjects* on the verb. 

Person 
Positive Negative 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

I -ön 
-öm (excl.) 

-ön 
-öm (excl.) 

-ä† (incl.) -ä† (incl.) 

II -i  -ï† -i  -ï† 

III 
-ör  -ër  -ör  -ür  

-a -äΔ -o -öΔ 

The following verb paradigms in past, present and future tenses show the agreement through the pronominal 

markers on the verb. 

Person 
Past tense positive Past tense negative 

Singular Plural Singular & Plural 

I 
ël-t-ön 

‘I ruled’  

ël-t-öm 

‘we (excl.) ruled’ 

ëlmaki  

‘I did not rule’ 

ël-t-ä† 
‘we (incl.) ruled’ 

ëlmaki 

‘we did not rule’ 

II 
ël-t-i 
‘you (Sg.) ruled’ 

ël-t-ï† 
‘you (pl.) ruled’ 

ëlmaki  

‘you (pl.) did not rule’ 
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III 

ël-t-ör  
‘he ruled’ 

ël-t-ër  

‘they (hum. masc.) ruled’ 
ëlmaki  
‘did not rule’ 

ël-t-a 
‘ot.hum. masc. ruled’ 

ël-t-äΔ 
‘ot.hum. masc. ruled’ 

ëlmaki 
‘did not rule’ 

 

In the above positive forms, the person agreement markers are present, whereas in the negative person markers 

are absent. 

Person 
Present tense positive Present tense negative 

Singular Plural Singular  Plural 

I 
ël-k-a 

‘I am ruling’  

ël-k-öm 

‘we (excl.) are 

ruling’ ël-ön   

‘I am not ruling’ 

ël-öm 

‘we (excl.) are not 

rule’ 

ël-k-ä† 
‘we (incl.) are 

ruling’ 

ël-va† 
‘we (incl.) are not 

ruling’ 

II 
ël-k-i 

‘you are ruling’ 

ël-k-ï† 
‘you are ruling’ 

ël-v-i 

‘you are not ruling’ 

ël-v-ï† 
‘you are not ruling’ 

III 

ëlan-ür  
‘he is ruling’ 

ëlan-ïr  

‘they (hum. masc.) 

are ruling’ 

ël-ör  
‘he is not ruling’ 

ël-ür  
‘they (hum. masc.) 
are not ruling’ 

ëla-nt-a 
‘she (ot.hum. 
masc.) is ruling’ 

ëlan-üΔ 
‘they (ot.hum. 
masc.) are ruling’ 

ël-ö 
‘she (ot. hum. masc.) is 
ruling’ 

ël-öΔ 
‘they (ot.hum. not 
masc.) are not ruling’ 

In the above present positive forms for the participant pronouns the tense marker -k- is present whereas for the 

non-participant pronouns the tense marker is absent. This shows that there is a restriction on the occurrence of 

tense marker. In other words the subject is controlling the tense marker. In negative the marker is absent for the 

non-participant pronouns and for participant inclusive plural (we). 

Person 
Future tense positive Future tense negative 

Singular Plural Singular  Plural 

I 
ëla-nt-ön 

‘I will rule’  

ëla-nt-öm 

‘we(excl.)will rule’ 
ël-ön   

‘I will not rule’ 

ël-öm  

‘we (excl.) will not rule’ 

ëla-nt-ä† 
‘we(incl.) will rule’ 

ël-v-ä† 
‘we (incl.) will not rule’ 

II 
ëla-nt-i 

‘you will rule’ 

ëla-nt-ï† 
‘you will rule’ 

ëla-v-i 

‘you will not rule’ 

ël-v-ï† 
‘you will not rule’ 

III 

Ëla-nt-ör  
‘he will rule’ 

ëla-nt-ër  

‘they (hum. masc.) 

will rule’ 

ël-ör  
‘he will not rule’ 

ël-ür  
‘they (hum. masc.) will 
not rule’ 

ëla-nt-a 
‘she (ot.hum. 
masc.)will rule’ 

Ëla-nt-äΔ 
‘they (ot.hum. 
masc.) will rule’ 

ël-ö 
‘she (ot. hum. masc.) 
will not ruling’ 

ël-öΔ 
‘they (ot.hum. not masc.) 
will not rule’ 

The above present paradigms show the presence of person markers both in positive and negative. 

Gender agreement 

or coko†nör käñ∂i ‘He is a good boy’  

ad coko† pë∂i ‘She is a good girl’ 

In the above sentences the adjective agree with the genders, i.e. human masculine and other than human masculine 

the markers being °-r or respectively. 

Number agreement 

iv rañ∂u reggu-k kap††ul-k (ändu-Δ) ‘These are two big cots’  

id tö∂ita bu∂∂i (ändu)   ‘This is an earthen pot’ 

iv tö∂itan bu∂∂iΔ (ändun)   ‘These are earthen pots’ 

In the above sentences the adjectives agree with the noun in number. The markers are ø and -Δ for singular and 

plural respectively. 

Gender and number agreement 

üru käryalir mäynalir (ändür)   ‘They are black men’ 
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av käryalik weylok (änduüΔ)  ‘They are black women’ 

In the above sentences the adjectives take the gender number suffixes - ir and -ik. 

Multiple agreement 

iv doh-ku pa∂äna-Δ gläs-k böna-Δ ‘whose are these ten old glasses?’ 

In the above sentence there are multiple agreement markers in the form of -ku, -Δ, -k and -Δ. Apart from the 

adjectival agreement with the noun in number, the numeral also takes the plural suffix. 

Nominal adjectives 
ad to∂i-tan bu∂∂i ‘That is an earthen pot’ 

av to∂i-tan bu∂∂i-Δ ‘Those are earthen pots’ 

ad soneta gajuli  ‘That is a golden – bangle’ 

av sonetaΔ gajuli -Δ ‘Those are golden bangles’ 

In these sentences the adjectives qualify the noun. In such cases the adjectives take the markers -ta and -taΔ for 

singular and plural (other than human masculine) respectively. In the following sentences the adjectives or 

pronouns are in predicate position in which cases also the same forms are used. 

ad bu∂∂i to∂-i-ta ‘that pot is earthen’ 

av bu∂∂in to∂itan ‘those pots are earthen’ 

In conjoined subject - NP's wherein III person pronoun referring to a combination of human masculine and the 

rest, in such instance the agreement in Gondi is always with the human masculine but Manda (Ramakrishna 

Reddy, 1991) shows the other way i.e. the agreement in such instances is with female plural. 

vöΔku nälvir kän∂ir näluΔ pë∂ik mantër  ‘He has four sons and four daughters’ 

 

Conclusion 
This study shows that the adjectives agree with the noun in gender (i.e. human masculine vs other than the human 

masculine) and number. It also shows that the adjectives in predicate position do not differ in agreement and 

structure with that of nominal adjectives. The finite verb in positive indicates the person agreement markers for 

all persons. In past negative, person agreement markers are absent. In present tense positive form the tense suffix 

-k- is restricted to the participant pronouns only. In conjoined NP's where human masculine and feminine pronouns 

occur, the agreement is always with human masculine. Thu the interaction of the semantic features of person, 

number and gender as reflected in Gondi is explored in a sketchy fashion. More elaborate fieldwork and analyses 

are planned for future investigation.  
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